ACROSS
1. NAACP and AAA
7. NCOs
11. ___-magnon
14. Flowering tree
15. Like a redskin
17. Fun with 38A
19. Open a franchise
20. Resistance unit
21. Phone rate
24. Vows
26. Luna, e.g.
29. Shore leave, abbr.
30. Satisfies
33. Orr's org.
34. "42"
36. "Elementary" ___ CBS
38. Centenarian in 2014

DOWN
1. Cobra or viper
2. Mu-___
3. "___ you!"
4. Seeped
5. Lime
6. Hive
7. Rousing accolades
8. Pointer, e.g.
9. Sched. entry
10. Utah flower
11. 38A's best trait
12. Nice street
13. Ertswhile CIA
16. ___ Emanuel
18. Lionel Ritchie hit
21. "It's cold"
22. Irregularity
23. Modern myth that 38A would explain
25. Fried
27. American polymath
28. CNN network
30. Cherry's spot?
31. Also-spuns?
32. Move over
35. NYC subway once
37. Bio. code
39. Like a slide rule
40. Bah
42. The wages of drink
45. Provided a bedtime story
48. Brake or drive
50. Harsh Athenian
52. Type of aerobics
54. Pheasant nest
55. List ender
56. Mac nemeses
57. Lichtenstein, e.g.
58. Rage
59. Cut in
60. Unbarred to the bard
61. Found near a cone